Abstract: Quantum collision models (CMs) provide advantageous case studies for investigating major issues in open quantum systems theory, and especially quantum non-Markovianity. After reviewing their general definition and distinctive features, we illustrate the emergence of a CM in a familiar quantum optics scenario. This task is carried out by highlighting the close connection between the well-known input-output formalism and CMs. Within this quantum optics framework, usual assumptions in the CMs' literature -such as considering a bath of non-interacting yet initially correlated ancillas -have a clear physical origin.
Introduction
The effective description of the dynamics of an open quantum system, i.e. one in contact with an external environment, is arguably one of the most daunting problems in quantum mechanics. No general equation governing such non-unitary dynamics is known except in few special cases, the most prominent and conceptually important being a Markovian dynamics for which the celebrated Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad master equation (ME), or Lindblad ME in short, is the widespread descriptive tool [1] . The purpose of attacking non-Markovian (NM) dynamics is yet currently strengthening [2, 3] , which in particular calls for a deeper understanding of the mechanisms causing quantum NM behaviour. Along this line, an emerging approach is to use quantum collision models (CMs) or, better to say, NM generalisations of CMs . The basic version of a CM [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] considers a system S in contact with a bath B, the latter being made up of a large number of smaller non-interacting particles or "ancillas". The dynamics proceeds through successive pairwise "collisions" between S and the bath ancillas, each collision being typically modeled as a unitary operation on S and the involved ancilla. If the ancillas are initially uncorrelated (bath in a product state) and each of them collides with S only once, such a model -in fact by contruction -leads to a Marko-vian dynamics for S which in the continuous-time limit is governed exactly by a Lindblad ME [31, 36] . The last property alongside their simple and intrinsically discrete nature make CMs advantageous case studies to investigate major open problems in quantum non-Markovianity once the basic model outlined above is modified so as to introduce a memory mechanism. Among the ways to endow a CM with memory are: adding ancilla-ancilla collisions [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , embedding S into a larger system [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , allowing S to collide with each ancilla more than once [16, 17] , assuming a correlated initial bath state instead of a product one [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] or initial system-bath correlations [26] [27] [28] . Typical tasks that can be accomplished through NM CMs constructed in one of these ways are: deriving well-defined (i.e., unconditionally completely positive) NM MEs [4, 5, [37] [38] [39] , gaining quantitative information about the role of system-bath and/or intra-bath correlations in making a dynamics NM [6, 10, [19] [20] [21] [22] , simulating highly NM dynamics or indivisible channels [7, 18, 24] .
A beginner who first approaches CMs might be naturally concerned with the predictive power of these models with respect to really occurring open dynamics [40] . Concerns may arise such as the following ones. Since S interacts with one bath ancilla at a time, the interaction Hamiltonian between S and the bath (i.e., all the ancillas) is necessarily time-dependent. Thereby, despite its microscopic nature, a CM in fact assumes a time-dependent system-bath Hamiltonian. This may appear weird since one expects a microscopic environmental model to treat S and B jointly as a closed system. Furthermore, most CMs assume no internal bath dynamics, which can again look unnatural for a number of reasons. One of these regards CMs where ancillas are assumed to be non-interacting with each other but initially correlated: how can bath ancillas happen to be correlated, or even be in a pure entangled state, if no coupling between them is assumed?
A possible reply to such questions is that CMs should be intended as theoretical toy models enabling to address conceptual issues in open quantum systems theory, which would be most probably intractable with standard system-bath microscopic models. Still, it could be objected that, in order to be useful, the knowledge acquired within a CM framework should eventually be translated anyway into real open dynamics.
In this paper, mostly motivated by the need for lessening the seemingly abstract nature of CMs, we consider a typical quantum optics setup described by a usual timeindependent system-bath Hamiltonian and highlight how one can construct a discrete CM which in the continuoustime limit fully reproduces the dynamics. The setup comprises an unspecified system S, which in practical cases will consist of one or more atoms and/or cavity modes, that is coupled to a white-noise bosonic bath. As is usual in quantum optics, these situations can be described through the powerful input-output formalism [41] . We will illustrate how the essential idea behind input-output formalism is in fact the same as the one underpinning a CM. The known time-discretisation procedure of the dynamical evolution in the input-output formalism, an approach that is becoming more and more adopted these days [17, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] (e.g. in connection with weak continuous measurements), indeed can be seen as the definition of a discrete CM.
Within this framework, the apparently abstract CM assumptions mentioned above become natural and physically clear. Moreover, it is clarified the physical origin of an attractive feature of CMs, namely the fact that (if no memory mechanisms are introduced) the Lindblad ME can be worked out with no approximations. In addition, we wil see that the quantum optics framework provides paradigmatic dynamics that effectively illustrate the generally delicate passage to the continuous-time limit that one usually carries out in CMs, in particular the necessity of involving even the ancilla's state in the limit.
As mentioned earlier, the relationship between CMs and input-output formalism, which is our focus here, is somehow implicit in a number of quantum optics works. Still, to our knowledge, this connection was not made explicit in the Physics literature especially from the viewpoint of open quantum systems theory [48] . It is significant in this respect that in a very recent broad review on quantum NM dynamics [3] both input-output formalism and CMs are featured topics but not related to each other. Highlighting this link explicitely is the main purpose of the present work. This paper could also be viewed as a friendly, brief introduction to quantum CMs, where the CM constructed in the quantum optics scenario works an effective, specific illustration of the general theory.
We start in Section 2 by reviewing some basics of CMs, in particular the passage to the continuous-time limit and the derivation of the Lindblad ME. In Section 3, after reviewing the input-output formalism, we show how the time-discretisation procedure defines a CM which, depending on the field's initial state, can lead to a Lindblad ME. The specific form taken by this, in particular whether or not the system Hamiltonian is modified, again depends on the field initial state. This is shown explicitly in the paradigmatic cases of the vacuum state and a coherent state. We finally spotlight how, in the general case, the constructed CM generally features a bath that is initially in a correlated state. In Section 4, we illustrate how the quantum optics framework clarifies the reasons why CMs lead to Lindblad MEs with no need for approximations. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.
Collision models
Consider a quantum system S is in contact with a bath B. The bath is assumed to be a large collection of smaller constituents, or 'ancillas', {B n }, which are supposed to be all identical and non-interacting with each other. The Hilbert-space of both S and B n can be of any dimension. It is assumed that the initial S-B joint state is
where ρ 0 is the initial state of S, while η is the initial state common to all the ancillas (tensor product symbols are most of the times omitted henceforth). Note that the initial state of B is a product state, i.e., the ancillas are initially uncorrelated. The dynamics is assumed to take place through successive "collisions", namely pairwise short interactions, between S and each reservoir ancilla: S-B 1 , S-B 2 , S-B 3 ,...in a way that at each step S collides with a "fresh" ancilla that is still in state η (each ancilla collides with S only once). A sketch of the collision dynamics is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
It is assumed that all the collisions have the same duration ∆t, each being described by the unitary evolution operatorÛ n on S and B n given by (we set = 1 throughout)Û
being respectively the free Hamiltonian of S and the interaction Hamiltonian between S and B n . Here, ω 0 and g are the characteristic frequencies ofĤ S andv Sn , respectively, whileĥ S andv Sn are dimensionless operators [49] . It is assumed that B n has no internal dynamics or, alternatively, that the present dynamics is the one occurring in the interaction picture with respect toĤ 0 = nĤ n withĤ n the free Hamiltonian of the nth ancilla [51] . After n collisions, the overall system is in state The corresponding state of S is obtained through a partial trace over B as
The last identity follows from the fact that -so long as it has not collided with S -each ancilla remains in the initial state η [cf. Eq. (1)] and, most importantly, is fully uncorrelated with S. This is a distinctive feature of the CM, following in particular from the absence of direct interactions between the ancillas and the hypothesis of uncorrelated initial state Eq. (1). Identity (4) can be expressed in terms of the completely positive [1] quantum map
Map E is n-independent sinceÛ n is assumed to be formally the same for all the ancillas and each of these is initially in the same state η. It follows from Eq. (6) that ρ n = E n [ρ 0 ], i.e., the evolution of S occurs through iterated applications of E on the initial state ρ 0 . Eq. (6) shows that the open dynamics of S is manifestly Markovian (according to any non-Markovianity measure [2] ) since the evolution of S at all steps n ≥ n depends only on the state of S at step n: the system keeps no memory of its past history. In more rigorous terms, Eq. (6) entails that the (discrete) dynamical map of S is given by
and thus fulfills the discrete version of the well-known semigroup property [1] Φ n = Φ n−m Φ m (8) for any 0 ≤ m ≤ n. Continuous-time dynamical maps fulfilling the semigroup property are well-known to be governed by the Lindblad ME [1] . The continuous-time limit of a CM is thus expected to yield a Lindblad ME governing the dynamics of S, as we show next.
Continuous-time limit

Change of ρn per unit step
In the above discussion, the duration of each collision ∆t could be any. To pass to the continuous-time limit, we require ∆t to be small enough in a way thatÛ n [cf. Eq. (2)] can be approximated aŝ
whereÎ is the identity operator. Note this is a secondorder approximation with respect toV Sn but of the first order inĤ S ; hence in Eq. (9) it is implicitly assumed that
Based on Eq. (6), the change of the state of S per unit step reads
with I the identity map. By replacing next the expression taken by map E [cf. Eq. (5)] whenÛ n is approximated as in Eq. (9), we get
with [· · · , · · · ] + denoting the anticommutator and where we dropped third-order terms in ∆t. Now, we note that the two partial traces in the above equation define, respectively, an effective Hamiltonian and Lindblad dissipator both acting on S according tô
with Γ = g 2 ∆t (15) and the jump operators {L ij } defined bŷ
where we used Eq. (3). Here, probabilities {p j } come from the eigenstate decomposition of the initial ancilla's state η = k p k |k k| with {|i , j } standing for a pair of kets taken from the orthonormal basis {|k } and with the sum in Eq. (14) running over all possible pairs (see also Ref. [15] ). Note we absorbed rate (15) in the definition (14) in such a way that D has dimensions of a frequency (just likeĤ S ).
By replacing Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (12) and dividing each side by ∆t, the change of the state of S per unit step reads
Lindblad master equation
It should be already clear to many readers that Eq. (17) is in fact a discrete version of the Lindblad ME. The task is now to work out a standard Lindblad ME where time is a continuous variable as usual, this being a step in our treatment that needs some care. Let us assume first that we want to describe the dynamics up to time t = N ∆t, where N is the total number of collisions. Hence,
Correspondingly, we define a discrete time variable as t n = n∆t with 0 ≤ n ≤ N . As is usual when performing continuous limits we fix t (which can be arbitrary though) and let N → ∞. Thereby, ∆t → 0 according to Eq. (18) . So far, we implicitly treated the model parameters as fixed constants. It is clear however that if this were the case then -assuming that the ancilla's state η is kept fixed -the rate Γ [see Eq. (15)] would vanish as ∆t → 0 and the dynamics of S would be unitary with Eq. (17) reducing to a Von Neumann equation with Hamiltonian H S +Ĥ S . This is neither awkward nor trivial, as recently highlighted in Refs. [50, 52] , and can give rise to appealing applications such as the implementation of one-and twoqubit quantum gates [53] . In order for the dissipator in Eq. (17) to survive in the N → ∞ limit when η is kept fixed, we necessarily need to demand g to grow with N in such a way that rate (15) converges to a finite value for N → ∞. Yet, this can raise concerns since if g → ∞ then one might expectĤ S to diverge [cf. Eq. (13)]. This issue is typically got around by assuming that the average in Eq. (13) is zero -which is true in many typical situations -or by invoking a renormalization of the free Hamiltonian of S. Later on (see Subection 3.5) we will see thatĤ S can happen to survive the continuous-time limit (alongside the dissipator D) due to the fact that even the ancilla's state η must in general be regarded as N -dependent and therefore involved in the limit.
Based on the above discussion, we conclude that in the continuous-time limit Eq. (17) is turned into the ME
withĤ S and D given by the N → ∞ limit of Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively. A more rigorous and complete discussion on the derivation of the continuous-time ME can be found in Ref. [50] .
As expected from the intrinsically memoryless nature of the CM, which was highlighted at the end of the previous section, Eq. (19) is a Lindblad ME. Thereby, the basic version of CM presented here defines a fully Markovian dynamics in the continuous-time limit.
Time-dependent Lindblad ME
In the above, for the sake of argument we considered a fully homogeneous CM. One can straightforwardly generalise the above treatment to the case that the system free HamiltonianĤ S , the ancilla's state η and the interaction HamiltonianV Sn are all dependent on the step number n. Accordingly, the completely positive quantum map (5) describing the system's evolution in a single collision will become n-dependent as well, i.e., E → E n , with the discrete dynamical map (7) now generalised as
This no longer obeys the standard semigroup property (8) . Yet, the above equation shows that the dynamics can be divided into a succession of completely positive (CP) quantum maps, each of which will become an infinitesimal CP map once the continuous-time limit is performed. This property is known as CP-divisibility and is regarded as an extended definition of quantum Markovianity [2] . Indeed, any CP-divisible dynamics can be shown to obey a ME where the Hamiltonian and dissipator are generally time dependent but, importantly, the rate(s) appearing in the dissipator are guaranteed to be non-negative at any time.
Therefore, a CM with step-dependentĤ S , η andV Sn will lead in the continuous-time limit to a general ME of the form
with [cf. Eq. (14)] Γ = Γ(t) ≥ 0 at any t. Physically, this dynamics can still be considered to be essentially Markovian in that, during each infinitesimal time interval dt, there exists a Lindblad ME which describes it exactly. The crucial point is that, no matter whether or not η is the same for all the ancillas, these are initially uncorrelated.
Initially correlated ancillas
All the above arguments, in particular Eqs. (17), (19) and (20), do not hold any more if the initial product bath state in Eq. (1) is replaced with a correlated one. In the latter case, due to the pre-existing correlations between the bath ancillas, as soon as S starts interacting with the bath it gets correlated with the ancillas, in general even those with which it still has to collide [see Fig. 1(b) ]. This clearly endows the CM with memory in that past history affects the future dynamics. The open dynamics of S in general is no more described by a Lindblad ME, not even a time-dependent one as in Eq. (20) . The reason is that, since S and ancilla B n are no more in a product state before colliding with each other, the single-collision map on S is no longer ensured to be completely positive as the one in Eq. (5). Thereby, the resulting dynamical map will not be CP-divisible. It is significant in this respect that CMs with initial correlated bath states can be constructed whose corresponding dynamical map for S reproduces indivisible quantum channels [18, 24] .
Collision models versus standard system-bath models
Technically, a CM is a microscopic system-bath model. This aspect is especially useful in quantum thermodynamics applications, e.g. to connect the Landauer principle with a microscopic framework [54, 55] , taking advantage from the intrinsic simplicity of CMs which often allows for analytical calculations. That said, based on the definition reviewed in Section 2, note that in a CM the total Hamiltonian of S and B has the form
with f n (t) equal to 1 during the time interval when the nth collision takes place and zero otherwise. Hence, the joint system-bath Hamiltonian is time-dependent. 
Emergence of collision models in a quantum optics setup
As anticipated in the Introduction, we will now illustrate a quantum optics setup where a CM can be naturally defined whenever the conditions for applying the inputoutput formalism are matched. We first define the Hamiltonian model and review the basics of input-output formalism.
Input-output formalism
Assume to have a generic system S with free Hamiltonian H S coupled to a continuum of bosonic modes (henceforth referred to as the "field"). The free Hamiltonian of the field readsĤ 
whereb andb † are operators on S. Note that S is coupled to all the field modes with the same strength. This is a key point, especially for establishing the connection with CMs.
In the interaction picture with respect toĤ 0 =Ĥ f , the joint state of S and the field evolves as
witĥ
The form of Eq. (25) suggests to define a time-dependent operator as [41] 
called "input operator" or "quantum white noise operator" (one usually deals with an output operator as well [41] , but here it suffices to look only at the former since our focus is the open dynamics of S). The input operator can be viewed as the Fourier-transform ofâ(ω) in the time domain. The remarkable property of the input operator is that (26) allows to arrange the interaction Hamiltonian (25) aŝ
Even at this stage, the analogy with a CM should be evident: one can think of defining a (continuous) set of independent bosonic modes (input modes), labeled with t, whose respective ladder operators {â in (t),â † in (t)} commute at different times. As shown by Eq. (28), S interacts with these modes in succession without ever interacting twice with the same mode. Moreover, the input modes are not mutually interacting sinceV (t) only couples S to each of them. Therefore, apart from the continuous nature of the bosonic reservoir in the present model, we see that the dynamics proceeds in analogy with a CM (see Section 2) with the input modes playing the role of bath ancillas. We show next how to construct a discrete CM that fully complies with the definition in Section 2.
Time discretisation
We now discretise time in formal accordance with Section 2.1.2 [see Eq. (18) and related text]. We thus split the overall time t into shorter intervals, each of duration ∆t, such that t = N ∆t with ∆t given by Eq. (18) 
for n = 1, 2, ..., N . We can now express the integral of V (t ) (appearing in the exponent) in each time interval as
where we defined the discrete set of operatorŝ
which, due to Eq. (27) 
The √ ∆t in the above follows from the definition (32) where the factor 1/ √ ∆t is required in order to ensure bosonic commutation rules of operators {α n }. We illustrate next that in the CM picture the elementary evolution operator no longer features √ ∆t but only ∆t [in line with Eq. (2)] with the system-ancilla coupling strength acquiring a dependence on √ ∆t.
Collision model definition
Indeed, if the right-hand side of Eq. (31) is multiplied and divided by ∆t then Eq. (30) can be arranged aŝ
where we defined
By comparing Eqs. (34) and (35) with Eqs. (2) and (3), we see that we can indeed construct a CM where each discrete input mode defined by Eq. (32) embodies a bath ancilla whose collision with S is described by the interaction HamiltonianV Sn = gv Sn with
The system-ancilla coupling strength g thus diverges in the limit ∆t → 0 as 1/ √ ∆t. The CM defined this way belongs to the class of CMs where ancillas are not mutually interacting. Whether or not the evolution of S is described by the Lindblad ME (in the continuous-time limit) depends on the existence of initial correlations between the ancillas. This in turn depends on the field's initial state.
If the field is initially in a state such that the input modes are in a product state, then S is ensured to obey a ME of the form (19) or the more general one (20) . In these cases, the resulting Lindblad ME is specified byĤ S and D defined by Eqs. (13) and (14) with g andv Sn given by Eq. (36) and where the ancilla's state η (this could be N -dependent as we will see) is the state of each discrete input mode corresponding to the field's initial state. Importantly, the rate Γ [cf. Eq. (15)] entering the dissipator (14) here is given by
and is thus ensured to remain finite in the continuoustime limit thanks to the aforementioned g's divergence as g ∼ 1/ √ ∆t. If the conditions in order for the Lindblad ME to hold are met, the specific form taken by the ME depends on the effective ancilla's state η, which indeed enters the definition of bothĤ S and D [cf. Eqs. (13), (14) and (16)]. We illustrate this by considering next two paradigmatic initial states of the field which are expected to lead to the familiar spontaneous emission master equation and the optical Bloch equations, respectively.
Vacuum state
When the field is initially in the vacuum state each input mode defined by Eq. (32) is correspondingly in its own vacuum state |0 n [56] . Accordingly, in the CM picture, the bath is initially in a product state as in Eq. (1) with
Then, from Eqs. (13), (14) , (16) and (36) it follows that
where in the latter equation we used
with {|k n } (for k = 0, 1, ...), denoting the Fock-state basis for the nth input mode. Note that in this specific case the bath-induced HamiltonianĤ S does not arise. Passing to the continuous-time limit, we end up witḣ
which is, ax expected, the usual ME describing spontaneous emission (or loss).
Coherent state
Consider next the case that the field is initially in a singlemode coherent state of frequency ω [57] |z =e
where |z| 2 is the average number of photons. By inverting Eq. (26) we get
For ∆t small enough, the exponential inside the last integral can be well-approximated by e iωtn . Thereby,
where we used Eq. (32) 1 . Correspondingly, in the same limit [cf. Eq. (41)]
where we set
State (44) can be factorised as
whereD n (w)=e wα † n −w * α n stands for the displacement operator on the nth input mode.
Based on Eqs. (44) and (46), we see that once time has been discretised and the CM defined accordingly (see Subsections 3.2 and 3.3), the initial system-bath state reads
with each ancilla in the coherent state
At variance with Eq. (1), here the ancillas are not in the same state. Still, the initial bath state is a product one which corresponds, as expected, to the standard optical Bloch equations (here φ is such that z = |z|e iφ ). As anticipated previously, this instance in particular highlights that in the passage to the continuous-time limit one has to take into account that also the ancilla's state could depend on the time step ∆t, as shown here by Eqs. (45) and (48) .
It is worth pointing out that one could derive Eq. (53) through a semiclassical approach by assuming a classical field quency ω driving S and modifying accordingly the free Hamiltonian of S which would thus become timedependent. The bath ancillas would now be initially prepared each in the vacuum state as in the previous section.
Both the semiclassical approach and the fully quantum one that we followed above can be thus formulated in terms of corresponding CMs.
We also note that the fact that the system-ancilla coupling strength diverges as ∆t → 0 [cf. Eq. (36) ] ensures the validity of condition (10) that is required in order for the low-order expansion (9) to hold.
Occurrence of correlated bath states
The two instances of initial field states that we considered (vacuum and coherent state) both correspond, in the CM picture, to initially uncorrelated bath states. This agrees with the fact that in both situations the open dynamics of S is well-known to be fully Markovian and described by a Lindblad ME. While other instances of this kind can be made, it should be clear however that, in general, the initial bath state of the CM constructed in the way described above will be a correlated one. A simple example to see this is to consider a single-photon state
which in terms of input-mode operators (26) reads
Once time is discretised and the CM constructed, this state will generally give rise to a multipartite entangled state of the ancillas. The reasoning developed in Section 2 to end up with a ME of the form (19) , or even (20) in a more general case, is no longer valid (see discussion in Subsections 2.1.3 and 2.2). We note that it was recently shown in terms of non-Markovianity measures [2] that the open dynamics of an atom undergoing scattering with a single-photon wavepacket in a lineardispersion-law waveguide is generally NM [60] . It is also significant that NM CMs where the bath ancillas are initially in a "single-photon" state were recently studied and their strong NM nature stressed [38] (although the ancillas were modeled therein as qubits instead of harmonic oscillators).
Physical origin of the collision model
Although a specific one, the quantum optics framework considered here allows to understand in more depth a distinctive feature of CMs. As mentioned in the Introduction, a CM enables the derivation of a Lindblad ME essentially without resorting to any approximations [61] : one simply needs to pass to the continuous-time limit. This is a further remarkable difference from usual system-bath microscopic models where instead working out Lindblad MEs demands to combine approximations, in particular the well-known Born-Markov approximation [1] . These are typically associated with the shortness of the bath autocorrelation time compared to the characteristic time scale of the system-bath interaction.
In the present quantum optics scenario, the key properties enabling the construction of the CM are the assumption that the field spectrum is infinite alongside the flat coupling strength in the interaction Hamiltonian (23) [62] . The former allows to define independent input modes at different times [cf. Eq. (26)], while the latter ensures that S will interact with these one at a time. It is as if S keeps exploring and interacting with "fresh" bath subunits, each subunit being totally unaware of previous interactions of S with other subunits. This would not be the case if the coupling strength in Eq. (23) were not flat: S would interact with more than one subunit at once. The above should make clear that the considered Hamiltonian model in fact guarantees a zero autocorrelation time of the bath and it is precisely this property that enables to construct the CM. Once this is defined, the Lindblad ME then follows with no more assumptions from the complete positivity of the collision map (5), which in the continuous-time limit becomes infinitesimal (any infinitesimal completely positive dynamical map obeys a Lindblad ME [1] ). This clarifies why the CM yields ME (20) in the most general case if the ancillas are initially uncorrelated.
Conclusions
Quantum CMs embody an attractive theoretical tool that is becoming more and more used to investigate quantum non-Markovianity within the general context of open quantum systems theory. Despite these advantages, some features in the abstract definition of a CM may raise concerns on a merely physical ground. We illustrated here how a class of open dynamics occurring in quantum optics can be effectively described from the viewpoint of a suitably defined CM, whose formulation is built upon the input-output formalism. In this well-defined physical scenario, typical CM issues, such as the time dependence of the system-bath Hamiltonian, the absence of inter-ancilla interactions, the possibility of initially correlated bath states and the subtleties in the passage to the continuoustime limit, appear natural and their physical origin or interpretation clear.
Initial field's states yielding initially correlated ancillas is not the only way to introduce a memory mechanism in the quantum optics CM considered here. Another way is to embed S into a larger system, e.g. one made out of S and a "memory" M with only the latter one coupled to the input field. A further possibility is to impose geometrical constraints on the bosonic field, such as adding a perfect mirror giving rise to a hard-wall boundary condition. This introduces a feedback mechanism [63] that generally results in NM behaviour of S [64] . One can show that this is equivalent to allowing S to interact with each discrete input mode twice (the time interval between the two interactions representing the delay time), a dynamics that was tackled in Ref. [16] through a nice diagrammatic method.
Before concluding, we make some comments. Given the bosonic nature of the field addressed here, which has a non-marginal role in the formulation of the input-output formalism, it is natural to ask if a CM can be constructed likewise from a fermionic field. Although non-trivial, the formulation of a fermionic input-output theory is possible as shown by Gardiner in 2004 [65] , this making plausible the possibility to define a CM in the fermionic case as well.
In the CM considered here which we used to work out quantum optics MEs, each ancilla is a quantum harmonic oscillator. It is worth observing that, as recently shown in Ref. [46] , quantum optics MEs can be derived as well through a suitably defined discrete dynamics where the system interacts in succession with qubits.
We hope this work could help establish a new link between the CMs and quantum optics research areas. The former could draw inspiration from the framework addressed here as a basis for future developments in quantum non-Markovianity. The latter could benefit from the advancements in the knowledge of NM dynamics that are being made through memory-endowed versions of CMs. For instance, it is interesting to explore whether recentlydiscovered NM Gaussian MEs [66] can be somehow connected to CMs.
